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File-based Content

BE AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT
Contribute / participate / co-create alongside 
your in-office and remote colleagues.

Share unlimited images, multi-page PDFs and more 
to visualize content and annotate together. Play 
videos right on the Canvas without lags 
or interruptions. Files can be shared to the Canvas 
from AirConnect, thumb drive, or 
file-based server.

For more information, schedule your demo today:

t1v.com/schedule-a-demo

Share unlimited content 
+ devices
Share unlimited content 

Web-based Content

supports .jpeg, .png, .pdf, .mov, .mp4

supports any URL sent to the Canvas via AirConnect or opened 
in the Canvas browser

supports Office 365, G Suite, YouTube live content

Open multiple web browser windows to access live 
web content and compare dashboards side by side.

Office 365 | G Suite | YouTube
Access your team productivity tools with the 
ThinkHub Canvas. When shared to the Canvas, all 
participants can edit and view together.

Wireless Devices

supports Android, iOS, macOS, Windows, Linux devices

supports IP or PTZ cameras, document cameras, cable boxes, 
Apple TV,  laptops, mobile devices and more...

Wirelessly connect and cast unlimited devices like 
laptops and mobile devices for real-time screen 
sharing to the Canvas.

Video Conferencing

supports BlueJeans, MS Teams, Webex, Zoom

Communicate with team members and clients 
face-to-face throughout a session with your choice 
of video conferencing integration.

Whiteboarding
Create unlimited digital whiteboards - actively 
annotate or rearrange them on the Canvas through 
multitouch controls.

Integrated Devices
Integrate IP cameras or up to 12 hardline inputs into 
your ThinkHub, enabling users to directly connect 
devices without being on a network.

Save + Resume Sessions
Enjoy total content persistence from session to 
session for easier setup and follow-up, making 
meetings more efficient than ever.

ThinkHub®

CONTENT SHARING 
WITH THINKHUB
Enhanced Visual Collaboration

CONNECT YOUR HYBRID TEAMS FROM
ANY NETWORK, ANYWHERE
ThinkHub’s advanced content sharing supports 
hybrid collaboration for blended in-room and 
remote teams - so all meeting participants can 
contribute, no matter where they are.

CONNECT YOUR HYBRID TEAMS FROM
ANY NETWORK, ANYWHERE
ThinkHub’s advanced content sharing supports 
hybrid collaboration for blended in-room and 
remote teams - so all meeting participants can 
contribute, no matter where they are.


